
Kiss Alive II Songbook: A Definitive Guide to
the Recorded Versions of Kiss's Live Album
Classic

Kiss Alive II, released in 1977, is a double live album that captured the
band at the height of their powers. The album is a testament to Kiss's
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incredible stage presence and their ability to connect with their fans. The
songs on Kiss Alive II are some of the band's most iconic, and they have
been covered by countless artists over the years.
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This songbook provides a comprehensive overview of the recorded
versions of Kiss Alive II. Each song is discussed in detail, with information
on its composition, recording, and live performances. The book also
includes guitar tablature and chords for all of the songs, so you can learn to
play them for yourself.

Whether you're a lifelong Kiss fan or just discovering the band for the first
time, this songbook is an essential resource. With its in-depth analysis and
detailed tablature, it's the perfect way to learn more about Kiss Alive II and
play the songs that made it a classic.

Shout It Out Loud

Shout It Out Loud is the opening track on Kiss Alive II, and it sets the tone
for the entire album. The song is a high-energy rocker that features some
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of Kiss's most iconic lyrics. The guitar riff is simple but effective, and the
drums and bass provide a solid foundation for the song.

Shout It Out Loud was written by Gene Simmons and Paul Stanley, and it
was originally released on Kiss's self-titled debut album in 1974. The song
was a hit single, and it has remained a staple of Kiss's live setlist ever
since.

The live version of Shout It Out Loud on Kiss Alive II is one of the best
performances of the song ever recorded. The band is on fire, and the
crowd is eating it up. The song is a perfect example of why Kiss is one of
the greatest live bands of all time.

Beth

Beth is a power ballad that was written by Peter Criss. The song is a
beautiful and moving tribute to Criss's daughter, and it has become one of
Kiss's most popular songs.

The live version of Beth on Kiss Alive II is one of the most iconic
performances of the song ever recorded. Criss's vocals are passionate and
heartfelt, and the band provides a lush and supportive backdrop. The song
is a highlight of the album, and it is sure to give you chills every time you
hear it.

God of Thunder

God of Thunder is a heavy metal anthem that was written by Gene
Simmons. The song is a showcase for Simmons's powerful vocals and
aggressive bass playing. The guitar riff is simple but effective, and the
drums provide a thunderous foundation for the song.



God of Thunder is a staple of Kiss's live setlist, and the live version on Kiss
Alive II is one of the best versions of the song ever recorded. The band is
on fire, and the crowd is going wild. The song is a perfect example of why
Kiss is one of the greatest live bands of all time.

Detroit Rock City

Detroit Rock City is a high-energy rocker that was written by Paul Stanley.
The song is a celebration of the band's hometown, and it has become one
of Kiss's most popular songs.

The live version of Detroit Rock City on Kiss Alive II is one of the best
performances of the song ever recorded. The band is on fire, and the
crowd is eating it up. The song is a perfect example of why Kiss is one of
the greatest live bands of all time.

King of the Night Time World

King of the Night Time World is a hard rock song that was written by Gene
Simmons. The song is a showcase for Simmons's powerful vocals and
aggressive bass playing. The guitar riff is simple but effective, and the
drums provide a thunderous foundation for the song.

King of the Night Time World is a staple of Kiss's live setlist, and the live
version on Kiss Alive II is one of the best versions of the song ever
recorded. The band is on fire, and the crowd is going wild. The song is a
perfect example of why Kiss is one of the greatest live bands of all time.

I Want You

I Want You is a pop rock song that was written by Paul Stanley. The song is
a catchy and upbeat love song, and it has become one of Kiss's most



popular songs.

The live version of I Want You on Kiss Alive II is one of the best
performances of the song ever recorded. The band is on fire, and the
crowd is eating it up. The song is a perfect example of why Kiss is one of
the greatest live bands of all time.

Love Gun

Love Gun is a hard rock song that was written by Ace Frehley. The song is
ashowcase for Frehley's incredible guitar playing, and it has become one of
Kiss's most popular songs.

The live version of Love Gun on Kiss Alive II is one of the best
performances of the song ever recorded. The band is on fire, and the
crowd is going wild. The song is a perfect example of why Kiss is one of the
greatest live bands of all time.

Rock and Roll All Nite

Rock and Roll All Nite is a high-energy
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